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Vendor Managed Inventory

Integrated Supply Solutions
Specifically Designed for
Your Requirements
CE3S -- designed, tested, and implemented a comprehensive
supply chain managed solution that is backed by solid analytics and processes.
CE3S -- developed numerous integrated supply relationships
throughout North America, which spans many industry and
customer types. Each of our integrated supply solutions are
customized to meet the requirements of the customer.
CE3S -- has a proven track record for fast and effective implementation of the customer’s changing manufacturing requirements. From product change-out, to plant floor moves.
CE3S -- customized programs to meet your regulatory requirements such as 5S, and HAZMAT labeling.
CE3S -- will initially review for product standardization and
sampling programs to offer products (form, fit, and function)
that is currently available in our integrated supply channel.

CE3S Utilizes Six Sigma Principles and Methods
The CE3S supply process incorporates DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control)

Define: CE3S establishes a project team to gather your data
and requirements, in order to define areas for improvements.

Measure: Develop metrics for plant area spend
& improvement process.

Analyze: Establish baseline spend

& projected savings - determine best products.

Improve:

Pipeline inventory levels that will
reduce costs & eliminate supply breakdown.

Control: Create supply chain analysis data & targeted reporting.
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CE3S Inventory Management System
Decades of inventory management experience has allowed CE3S to combine state-of-the-art computer algorithms,
human experience, and in-plant intelligence to virtually eliminate downtime caused by material deficiencies.

How Our Management System Works
We draw from unlimited statistical models that are customized to your particular usage trends. Calculating from
a monthly rollback, we select the best model to use going forward. This is re-evaluated on every item every month
and adjusted for anomalies. Then we use human intelligence to tell us what historical data cannot. Finally we rollup usage across our entire network to leverage the most efficient order schedule and best price point.

With the emergence of online entities and their promises of rapid fulfillment rates and expanding inventories,
buyers perceive to have access to more purchasing avenues than ever before. However, CE3S’s supply model is
significantly better than the online entities for several important reasons:
1. Because of the nature of manufacturing processes supplies do not change in a dynamic nature.
When a change is required there is usually an engineering and approval process that must precede
the change. CE3S compliments those requirements by utilizing real product knowledge, technical
expertise, and the understanding of supply chain dynamics that augment the customer’s manufacturing
process. Then we can easily incorporate those parts into our inventory management system.
2. Our management systems virtually eliminate the need to even look for parts. The parts are in your
facility where and when they are needed.
CE3S supply chain experience can help to ensure the most durable parts are selected. The lowest priced option
may work but care should be exercised to prevent unforeseen or unintended consequences. In the long run, after
evaluating performance, there can sometimes be a better, more cost effective alternative.

Accounting Advantages
ZERO Inventory Exposure
Obsolescence is one of the most annoying and profit robbing burdens of a manufacturing operation. In Order to
allow you to focus on the efficient manufacturing of your products, CE3S will bring your inventory investment and
obsolescence exposure to ZERO on commodity items. Yes, Zero! Any specialized items required by your processes
will be identified, closely managed, and reported.

True Point-of-Use Billing
CE3S is a true point-of-use billing system where most parts
are billed after they are used. This is a tremendous cash
management advantage which allows our customers to
concentrate resources to improve their value proposition.
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CE3S Maintains the best Supplier Relationships
Since our roots have been in supplying the manufacturing sector for over 54 years, we have built 100’s of long
term vendor relationships that respect the role we play in the supply chain. CE3S absorbs usage fluctuation in the
marketplace, which provides our vendors with predictable schedules that result in lower channel pricing. We deeply
understand all the cost factors in providing goods and services, and our vendors appreciate our desire to help them
improve channel efficiencies.

Data Management
The streamlining of data throughout the supply chain provides you with meaningful information on your item
utilization. This data will give you the means to efficiently manage cost effective production processes that will
reduce manufacturing costs to unprecedented low levels.

On-Site Point-of-Use Kiosks
Entry of passkey or swipe of your own security card is all that is required to track part usage by department,
or job number selection. Management data is compiled and made available in any way
you wish.
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